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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric double layer capacitor and to activated carbon used in an electrode
of the electric double layer capacitor.

Background Art

[0002] An electric double layer capacitor receives attention as an electric power storage device capable of easily
charging and discharging comparatively high power.
[0003] As an electrode of an electric double layer capacitor, a carbon electrode mainly made of a carbon material is
used, and activated carbon is known as the carbon material. In the electrode containing the activated carbon as a main
component, activated carbon with a large specific surface area is used, because electric charge accumulated in an
electric double layer formed on the surface of the activated carbon contributes to the capacitance of the electric double
layer capacitor.
[0004] Activated carbon is produced by activating a carbon material made from a plant such as sawdust and coconut
shell, a carbon material made from pitch or coke derived from coal or oil, or a carbon material made from a synthetic
polymer such as a phenol resin.
[0005] As an activation method, there are known methods such as a steam-activation method of heating a carbon
material to from 500 to 1,000°C in an oxidizing gas containing carbon dioxide or steam, and an alkaline activation method
of mixing a raw carbon material with an alkali metal hydroxide and heat-treating the mixture.
[0006] In these days when an electric double layer capacitor is expected to further become widespread, further im-
provement in its performance has been desired.
[0007] An important characteristic of an electric double layer capacitor is, for instance, high energy density. It is
necessary for obtaining the high energy density that the activated carbon of an electrode material has high capacitance.
As such activated carbon, activated carbon formed by activating (alkaline activating) a carbon material made from pitch
or coke derived from coal and oil, or a carbon material made from a synthetic polymer such as a phenol resin with an
alkali metal hydroxide is reported (Non-Patent Document 1: "Large Capacitance Capacitor Technology and Materials
II" compiled under the supervision of Atsushi Nishino and Katsuhiko Naoi, page 76).
[0008] An important characteristic of an electric double layer capacitor includes low internal resistance, as well. It is
preferable for the electric double layer capacitor to have lower internal resistance. The electric double layer capacitor
using activated carbon produced by an alkaline activation method for an electrode material is also expected to further
decrease its internal resistance.
[0009] Furthermore, an important characteristic of an electric double layer capacitor includes durability as well. As for
the durability, Patent Document 1 (Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2003-243265) discloses an electric double layer
capacitor which is directed at reducing an amount of a gas generated in a capacitor element when energized, and
providing an electric double layer capacitor that shows superior reliability for a long period. It is an electric double layer
capacitor formed at the contact surface between an electrolytic solution and a sheet-shaped polarizable electrode in
which a polarizable electrode layer containing activated carbon powder, an electroconductive material powder and a
binder is integrated with a collector foil made of a metallic foil, wherein the amount of surface functional groups of a
carboxyl group, a quinone group, a hydroxyl group and a lactone group, which exist on the surface of activated carbon
powder, is controlled to 1,000 mmol/g or less.
[0010] In addition, Patent Document 2 (Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2001-284188) describes that a capacitor
tends to lower its durability, when containing much alkali metal left inside the activated carbon electrode. Activated
carbon produced by alkaline activation normally contains much alkali metal left therein, so that in order to remove the
metal, the activated carbon is washed with water or hydrochloric acid.

[Patent Document 1]: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2003-243265
[Patent Document 2]: Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 2001-284188
[Patent Document 3]: US 2002/096661 discloses a process for producing a carbon material for an electric double
layer capacitor electrode, which comprises: 1) a step of activating a graphitizable carbon or a graphitizable carbon
source to bring its pore volume to be from 0.6 to 1.5 cm3/g; and 2) a step of imparting mechanical impact force to
the graphitizable carbon or the graphitizable carbon source activated in step 1) that is intended to reduce the pore
volume to at most 75% of that before the mechanical impact force is imparted.
[Non-Patent Document 1]: "Large Capacitance Capacitor Technology and Materials II" compiled under the super-
vision of Atsushi Nishino and Katsuhiko Naoi, page 76.
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Disclosure of the Invention

Problems to be solved by the Invention

[0011] As described above, activated carbon activated by alkali metal hydroxide has an advantage of providing larger
capacitance than activated carbon activated by steam. However, in an electric double layer capacitor, characteristics
such as internal resistance and durability in addition to capacitance are also important, and the electric double layer
capacitor is required to improve these characteristics as well.
[0012] The present invention provides a method for producing activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor
electrode characterized in that the method comprises: an activation step of obtaining an activated carbon by mixing a
raw carbon material for activated carbon with an alkali metal hydroxide, and heating the mixture in an inert gas atmosphere;
a deactivation and removal step of deactivating and removing alkali metal contained in the activated carbon;
a heat treatment step of heating the activated carbon passed through the deactivation and removal step, in an inert gas
atmosphere, to a temperature higher than 400°C but either not higher than the heating temperature in the activation
step or lower than 750°C; and
a water washing step of washing the activated carbon passed through the heat treatment step with water
wherein the heating temperature in the activation step is set at a temperature of higher than 600°C and lower than 800°C.
[0013] In the deactivation and removal step, it is preferable to deactivate the alkali metal by reacting the alkali metal
with carbon dioxide gas at 200°C or higher, and/or by washing the activated carbon with water.
[0014] It is preferable that the alkali metal hydroxide is potassium hydroxide.
[0015] It is preferable that the raw carbon material for activated carbon is graphitizable carbon.
[0016] It is preferable that the graphitizable carbon is petroleum coke.
[0017] In the activation step, it is preferable to set the heating temperature to higher than 600°C and lower than 800°C.

Advantages of the Invention

[0018] The present disclosure provides an electric double layer capacitor with improved performance, and more spe-
cifically, provides an electric double layer capacitor superior in internal resistance and durability in addition to capacitance.
[0019] In addition, the present invention provides activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode
capable of obtaining the electric double layer capacitor which is excellent as described above, and a production method
therefor.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0020]

Figure 1 is a schematic view illustrating a structure of an electric double layer capacitor prepared in an example; and
Figure 2 is a chart showing the impedance of electric double layer capacitors in Examples 1 -1 and 1-2 and Com-
parative Examples 1-1 and 1-2 plotted on a complex plane.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0021] In the method for producing the activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode according to
the present invention, an activation step of obtaining an activated carbon by mixing a raw carbon material for activated
carbon with an alkali metal hydroxide, and heating the mixture in an inert gas atmosphere; a deactivation and removal
step of deactivating and removing alkali metal contained in the activated carbon; and a heat treatment step of heating
the activated carbon passed through the deactivation and removal step to a temperature higher than 400°C and not
higher than the heating temperature in the above described activation step, in an inert gas atmosphere.

[Impedance characteristic]

[0022] Using the activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode obtained by this method, when
forming an electric double layer capacitor including a pair of electrodes prepared by impregnating a circular electrode
having a diameter of 16 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm and consisting of 80 mass% the activated carbon, 10 mass%
Ketjen black and 10 mass% polytetrafluoroethylene with an electrolytic solution which is propylene carbonate containing
1 mol/L triethylmethylammonium tetrafluoroborate, and also including an separator made of cellulose with a thickness
of 50 mm arranged between the two electrodes; alternating current impedance of the electric double layer capacitor is
measured at 20°C, with an amplitude of 10 mV centered at 0 V and with changing the frequency from 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz;
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and plotting the impedance on a complex plane,
the absolute value (-Zlm) of a negative imaginary part monotonically increases as the value of a real part (ZRe) increases,
and the impedance has no local maximum point nor local minimum point.
[0023] By using such activated carbon for an electrode material, it is possible to obtain an electric double layer capacitor
which shows such an impedance characteristic that when alternating current impedance of the electric double layer
capacitor is measured at 20°C, with an amplitude set to 10 mV centered at 0 V and changing the frequency from 0.1 Hz
to 1 MHz, and the impedance is plotted on a complex plane, the absolute value (-Zlm) of a negative imaginary part
monotonically increases as the value of a real part (ZRe) increases, and the impedance has no local maximum point nor
local minimum point. The electric double layer capacitor having such an impedance characteristic is superior in internal
resistance. It is considered that, in the electric double layer capacitor having such an impedance characteristic, ions
easily diffuse into the pores of activated carbon included in the electrode, and hence the internal resistance of the electric
double layer capacitor decreases.
[0024] Accordingly, it is possible to increase the capacitance of an electric double layer capacitor by using activated
carbon produced by an alkaline activation method as an electrode material, and it is possible to decrease the internal
resistance of an electric double layer capacitor while keeping the high capacitance, by specifying the impedance char-
acteristic of the electric double layer capacitor to that described above.
[0025] A method for measuring alternating current impedance is described, for instance, in "Electrochemical Measuring
Method" written by Akira Fujishima, et al. and published from Gihodo Shuppan Co., Ltd., in "Basic Electrochemistry"
written by Toshiyuki Osakai, et al. and published from Kagaku-dojin Publishing Company, INC, or the like.

[Surface functional group]

[0026] It can be obtained activated carbon for the electric double layer capacitor electrode wherein an amount of
surface functional groups of more than 0.2 mmol/g and less than 2 mmol/g, and an amount of surface carboxyl group
of less than 0.1 mmol/g, by setting the heating temperature in the heat treatment step to higher than 400°C and not
higher than the heating temperature in the above described activation step in the above described method for producing
activated carbon for the electric double layer capacitor electrode.
[0027] There was a case where a conventional electric double layer capacitor generated gas therein when energized
and the gas increased the pressure inside the electric double layer capacitor to deform the structure. As a result of a
study by the present inventors, it was found that an electric double layer capacitor having used activated carbon derived
from petroleum coke for activated carbon in a carbon electrode generates a larger amount of the gas when energized,
in comparison with that having used, for instance, activated carbon derived from a phenol resin. Particularly, in such a
case, a technology capable of further inhibiting gas generation is demanded. The present inventors also found that not
only the amount of the surface functional groups existing on the surface of activated carbon, but also the amount of
carboxyl group among the surface functional groups greatly affects the gas generation during energization, and also
found that the activated carbon having high crystallinity and a large surface area generates a large amount of the gas
during energization, and there is a positive correlation between a product of a peak area of (002) face in a crystal
contained in the activated carbon and a specific surface area of the activated carbon and the amount of the generated gas.
[0028] By employing the activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode, which has an amount of a
surface functional group and an amount of a surface carboxyl group in the above described ranges, as an electrode
material, gas generation due to energization is excellently inhibited, and consequently, an electric double layer capacitor
having durability improved can be obtained. By employing this activated carbon, even when it uses graphitizable carbon
such as petroleum coke as a raw material, the gas generation is inhibited
[0029] Generally, a structure of a functional group existing on the surface of a carbon material has been researched
mainly with a technique of organic chemistry and is assumed to be the structure shown in chemical formulas (a) to (d),
which will be shown later. (See, for instance, "Introduction to Carbon Materials [Revised Edition]" edited by The Carbon
Society of Japan, page 187).
[0030] According to the study by the present inventors, it is only necessary to quantify amounts of surface functional
groups showing acidity (except carbonyl or quinone group) among those surface functional groups.
[0031] As a method for determining the amount of the surface functional groups, it is possible to quantify the amount
of the surface functional groups showing acidity by neutralizing the surface functional groups with various alkalis. As
Boehm, H.P. has proposed in [Boehm, H.P.: Adv. In Catalysis., 16, 198 (1996)], the amount of the carboxyl group
showing the most strong acidity can be quantified with the use of NaHCO3; the carboxyl group and a lactonic carboxyl
group showing weak acidity with the use of Na2CO3; and the carboxyl group, the lactonic carboxyl group and a phenolic
hydroxyl group with the use of NaOH. From these values, each amount of the carboxyl group, the lactonic carboxyl
group and the phenolic hydroxyl group can be calculated.
[0032] A surface carboxyl group refers to a carboxyl group existing on the surface (including a pore surface) of activated
carbon, and exists in a form as is described in Chemical Formula (a). A carboxyl group described in the present invention
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does not include a lactonic carboxyl group as is shown in Chemical Formula (b). In addition, Chemical Formula (c) shows
the form of a phenolic hydroxyl group.

[0033] It is desirable that the amount of a surface functional group is ideally 0 mmol/g, but activated carbon inevitably
contains the surface functional group in an end portion of a carbon skeleton, and activated carbon with a large surface
area has the amount of the surface functional group usually of more than 0.2 mmol/g. Thus, this range is preferable
from the viewpoint of production easiness. In case that the amount of the surface functional groups is less than 2 mmol/g,
and the amount of surface carboxyl group is a specific amount, gas generation can be excellently inhibited.
[0034] In case that the amount of surface carboxyl group is less than 0.1 mmol/g (including 0 mmol/g which means
that the carboxyl group needs not exist on the surface), preferably less than 0.05 mmol/g, and the amount of surface
functional groups is a specific amount, gas generation during energization can be excellently inhibited.
[0035] In such activated carbon, when the activated carbon contains microcrystalline carbon having a lamellar crystal
structure similar to graphite, and shows relationships of the following equations (I) and (II), where A [intensity/g] is defined
as a peak area of a face (002) of the crystallite per unit mass of activated carbon, which is determined by an X-ray
diffraction method, and S [m2/g] is defined as a specific surface area determined by a nitrogen gas adsorption method,
an electric double layer capacitor employing the activated carbon shows a smaller amount of generated gas due to
energization.

[0036] Microcrystalline carbon having a lamellar crystal structure similar to graphite refers to carbon in which the
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condensation layer of a six-membered ring of carbon does not form a regular multilayer such as in graphite, but forms
an irregular multilayer though being similar to those in graphite. (see, for instance, [J. Biscoe and B. E. Warren, J. Appi.
Phys., 13, 364 (1942)]).
[0037] A peak area A [intensity/g] of a (002) face of the crystallite, which is determined from an X-ray diffraction method,
is a value converted to the intensity of the peak area per unit mass of the activated carbon, by dividing the intensity of
the peak area obtained through measurement on the following conditions, by the mass of activated carbon charged into
a measuring sample holder.

<X-ray diffraction measurement conditions>

[0038] X-ray source: CuK α, 50 KV and 300 mA,
measuring range: 2θ = 10 to 90 degree
scanning speed: 1 degree/min,
slit: DS=1/2 degree, SS=1/2 degree and RS=0.15 mm,
sample holder: container having a recess with a diameter of 26 mm and the depth of 0.5 mm, which is dug in the center
of a cylindrical glass plate with a diameter of 46 mm and the thickness of 3 mm (for filling the recess with activated
carbon sample)
[0039] A specific surface area S [m2/g] determined by a nitrogen gas adsorption method is a value obtained by
converting a surface area determined by a BET method using nitrogen gas as an absorbing agent to the surface area
per unit mass of activated carbon.
[0040] When AxS (referred to as a crystalline contribution degree) is less than 4.031010 [(intensity/g)(m2/g)], and
further preferably less than 2.531010 [(intensity/g)(m2/g)], and the specific surface area is a specific value, gas generation
in energization can be excellently inhibited.
[0041] When a specific surface area S is preferably 2,400 [m2/g] or less, and further preferably 2,000 [m2/g] or less,
and the crystalline contribution degree is a specific value, gas generation in energization can be excellently inhibited.
[0042] When an electric double layer capacitor employs activated carbon having a specific surface area S of preferably
more than 1,300 [m2/g], and further preferably more than 1,500 [m2/g], it can increase its capacitance.
[0043] It is thought that gas generation during energization is caused by a functional group existing on the surface of
activated carbon, and is strongly affected particularly by carboxyl group among the functional groups. Accordingly, at
first, it is necessary to reduce an amount of the surface carboxyl group. On the other hand, it is thought that the activated
carbon has a structure having crystallites with a graphite-similar structure dispersed in amorphous carbon, and it can
be assumed that an end of the crystallite has a sharp-pointed structure. The sharp-pointed structure is a part at which
an electric field converges and discharge tends to occur, and can be said to be the part at which an electrochemical
reaction tends to occur. Accordingly, the more is the number of exposed crystallite ends, the more is an amount of gas
generated by the electrochemical reaction. In other words, when the activated carbon has high crystallinity and a large
specific surface area, it tends to increase the amount of the generated gas. For this reason, it leads to the control of the
number of the exposed crystallite ends which cause gas generation, to control a product AxS of the crystallinity (expressed
by the above described peak area A) and the specific surface area S to a specific range.

[Activated carbon for electric double layer capacitor electrode]

[0044] A well-known material which can become activated carbon when activated with the use of an alkali metal
hydroxide can be used for a raw carbon material for activated carbon. From the viewpoint of the capacitance of an
electric double layer capacitor using the activated carbon, the raw carbon material is preferably graphitizable carbon or
a carbon material made from a synthetic high polymer such as a phenol resin. By the way, generally, carbon material
is broadly divided into graphitizable carbon which acquires a graphite structure when having been heated to a high
temperature of about 3,000°C, and non-graphitizable carbon which does not acquire a complete graphite structure (Yuzo
Sanada, "Basis of Engineering Carbon", page 19).
[0045] From the viewpoint of obtaining an electric double layer capacitor with low internal resistance, it is preferable
to use activated carbon derived from graphitizable carbon for an electrode.
[0046] Graphitizable carbon can be obtained, for example, by baking an aromatic high molecular compound such as
tar, mesophase pitch and polyimide, besides an aliphatic high molecular compound such as a vinyl chloride resin and
polyacrylonitrile, at 800°C or lower. It is also possible to use petroleum coke or coal coke obtained by baking a pitch
material such as petroleum pitch and coal pitch, as the graphitizable carbon. Among those, the petroleum coke is
preferable from the viewpoint of a cost and internal resistance formed when the activated carbon is used in an electric
double layer capacitor.
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[activation step]

[0047] An alkali metal hydroxide to be used in an activating reaction in an activation step includes, for instance, KOH,
NaOH, RbOH and CsOH. Among those, KOH is preferable from the viewpoint of an activation effect and electric capac-
itance shown when the activated carbon is used in an electric double layer capacitor.
[0048] An amount of an alkali metal hydroxide to be used can be appropriately selected from a well-known range in
alkaline activation for producing activated carbon, but preferably is an equal quantity or more, by a mass basis, with
respect to a raw carbon material for the activated carbon from the viewpoint of extent of activation, and preferably is
less than three times from the viewpoint of economical efficiency.
[0049] In the present invention, a rare gas or a nitrogen gas can be used as an inert gas.
[0050] In an activation step, the raw carbon material for activated carbon is mixed with an alkali metal hydroxide, and
heated to a temperature higher than 600°C and lower than 800°C. When the heating temperature is lower than 800°C,
alkali metal hydroxide is inhibited from vaporizing and pollution due to the alkali metal hydroxide can be effectively
prevented. In addition, when the temperature is higher than 600°C, the activated carbon can acquire a desirable surface
area for an electric double layer capacitor.

[deactivation and removal step]

[0051] An alkali metal formed by an alkaline activation reaction can be deactivated with a well-known method in a
process for producing activated carbon. The alkali metal can be deactivated, for instance, by being reacted with carbon
dioxide, or by washing the activated carbon with water or acid.
[0052] A temperature at which the alkali metal is reacted with carbon dioxide so as to be deactivated is preferably
higher than 200°C, is more preferably higher than 300°C, and is further preferably higher than 400°C, from the viewpoint
of reactivity. In addition, the temperature is preferably 700°C or lower from the viewpoint of inhibiting the activated carbon
itself from being oxidized by carbon dioxide.
[0053] Water washing for deactivation can be appropriately performed with such a well-known method of water washing
as is performed after alkaline activation, or is performed after the above described reaction with carbon dioxide, which
is performed after the alkaline activation. Acid washing for deactivation can be appropriately performed with an acid
washing method well known in the process for producing activated carbon with alkaline activation. The water washing
can be repeated in multiple times. The acid washing may be performed before the water washing, and the water washing
may be performed after the acid washing after the water washing. As described above, the water washing and the acid
washing may be appropriately combined.
[0054] As for an acid to be used for acid washing, for instance, hydrochloric acid or acetic acid can be used. These
acids are appropriately diluted, and can wash activated carbon.
[0055] A deactivated alkali metal can be removed with a method well known in a process for producing activated
carbon. The alkali metal removal is performed in order to reduce the alkali metal remaining as an impurity in the activated
carbon. For instance, the alkali metal removal can be performed as the same manner as the above described water
washing (which may be accompanied by acid washing) for deactivation. The above described water washing can serve
as deactivation and removal for the alkali metal.

[heat treatment step]

[0056] After a deactivation removal step, a heat treatment step is performed which heats activated carbon to a tem-
perature higher than 400°C and not higher than the temperature in the activation step, in an inert gas atmosphere.
[0057] By performing a heat treatment step, it is possible to reduce the amount of surface functional groups, and
particularly the amount of a surface carboxyl group. By heating activated carbon to a temperature higher than 400°C,
the surface functional groups and particularly the carboxyl group are effectively removed.
[0058] In addition, by heating the activated carbon to a temperature higher than 400°C in the heat treatment step, it
is possible to convert the alkali metal which remains not simply in a physically adsorbed form but in a chemically bonded
form into a form which can be more easily removed. Then, the alkali metal can be easily removed in a step of washing
it with water, which will be described later. From this viewpoint, the heat treatment temperature is preferably higher than
450°C, and is further preferably higher than 500°C.
[0059] In addition, by setting a heat treatment temperature to the temperature in an activation step or lower, pores
formed in an activation reaction can be maintained. From this viewpoint, the heat treatment temperature is preferably
the activation temperature or lower, more preferably is lower than the activation temperature by 20°C or more, and
further preferably is lower than the activation temperature by 50°C or more.
[0060] A heat treatment temperature is preferably 500°C or higher, in particular, from the above described viewpoint,
and from the viewpoint of maintaining pores, is preferably lower than 750°C and further preferably 700°C or lower.
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[0061] In addition, a heat treatment temperature is not necessarily kept constant but may be changed in the above
described range.
[0062] Heat treatment is performed in an inert gas atmosphere such as a gaseous nitrogen atmosphere, in order to
prevent the weight loss of activated carbon due to oxidation combustion.
[0063] A heat treatment period of time can be appropriately determined, and, for instance, can be set at one minute
to three hours.

[Water washing step]

[0064] After a heat treatment step, a water washing step for washing activated carbon with water is performed. It is
preferable to perform the water washing step because an alkali metal in the activated carbon can be removed into a
lower level. An electric double layer capacitor employing thus obtained activated carbon as an electrode material has
improved durability, because a reaction of the alkali metal and an electrolytic solution is reduced.
[0065] It is well known to wash alkali-activated carbon with water. However, as a result of a research, the present
inventors found that it is possible to remove alkali metal into a certain level of concentration by repeating only washing
the alkali-activated carbon with water or only pickling the activated carbon, but it is difficult to remove the alkali metal
into a lower level of concentration. Particularly, an alkali metal remaining in the activated carbon made from a raw carbon
material of graphitizable carbon such as petroleum coke could not be reduced to the concentration lower than about
500 mass ppm, even though the water washing or acid washing were repeated on it over and over again by using a
conventional technology.
[0066] In contrast to this, an alkali metal in alkali-activated carbon can be easily removed into a low level of concentration
by being subjected to an alkaline activation step, a deactivation and removal step, a heat treatment step and a water
washing step in this order; and it is possible to remove the alkali metal remaining in the alkali-activated carbon into a
concentration level as extremely low as less than 100 mass ppm, even when graphitizable carbon such as petroleum
coke is used as a raw carbon material for the activated carbon. In addition, when this method is employed, conditions
suitable for activation can be adopted in an alkaline activation step without considering the influence of the residual alkali
metal, so that flexibility in selecting conditions in the alkaline activation step is broadened, which is considered to contribute
to more effective activation than ever. An electric double layer capacitor employing thus prepared activated-carbon in
an electrode has high capacitance, superior durability, and besides, superior internal resistance.
[0067] In a water washing step, water washing itself can be appropriately performed with a well-known water washing
method which is performed after alkaline activation, or after the above described heating in carbon dioxide after alkaline
activation. In addition, acid washing may be performed after a heat treatment step and before a water washing step.
The acid washing itself can be appropriately performed with a well-known technology in a process for producing activated
carbon including alkaline activation. Water washing can be repeated in multiple times. The water washing and the acid
washing can be appropriately combined such as the combination of acid washing after water washing and subsequent
water washing.
[0068] As for an acid to be used for the acid washing, for instance, hydrochloric acid and acetic acid may be used.
Activated carbon may be washed with the appropriately diluted acids.
[0069] Here, alkali metal can be quantified as described below. Collect an appropriate amount of a sample into a
quartz beaker, and ash it in an electric furnace kept at 500°C. After having completely ashed the sample, add from 2 to
3 mL of hydrochloric acid to the sample, cover the beaker with a watch glass, and continue heating to dissolve the ash.
Take a dissolved substance in a measuring flask, dilute the dissolved substance and quantify it with an atomic absorption
method.
[0070] An electrode for an electric double layer capacitor can be produced by using the above described activated
carbon, through a well-known process for producing the electrode for the electric double layer capacitor. The electrode
can be composed of, for instance, a binding material and an electroconductive material added to the above described
activated carbon.
[0071] A usable binding material includes, for instance, polytetrafluoroethylene, polyvinylidene fluoride, carboxymethyl
cellulose, polyvinyl alcohol and polyacrylic acid; and among those, polytetrafluoroethylene is preferable because when
kneaded, it becomes fibrous, consequently strongly binds activated carbon to an electroconductive material, and causes
no clogging in pores of the activated carbon.
[0072] A usable electroconductive material includes electroconductive carbon black such as acetylene black and
Ketjen black; natural graphite; artificial graphite; carbon fiber; and a metallic fiber of aluminum, nickel or the like: and
among those, the acetylene black or the Ketjen black is preferable because of effectively improving electro conductivity
with a small amount of addition.
[0073] An electrode for an electric double layer capacitor can be produced by forming the above described activated
carbon, electroconductive material and binding material, by a well-known method. The electrode for the electric double
layer capacitor can be produced by, for instance, adding and mixing polytetrafluoroethylene, which is a binding material,
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with a mixture of activated carbon and carbon black, which is an electroconductive material, and then press forming or
roll forming the resultant mixture. In addition, a thin coating film can be obtained by making the above described mixture
into a slurry form and coating it. The electrode for the electric double layer capacitor may be a sheet-shaped formed
body or a plate-shaped formed body.
[0074] The content of activated carbon, the content of an electroconductive material and the content of a binding
material in an electrode for an electric double layer capacitor can be appropriately determined.
[0075] An electric double layer capacitor having a pair of electrodes and an electrolytic solution can show superior
internal resistance and durability in addition to superior capacitance, when the capacitor has a configuration in which at
least one of the pair of electrodes contains the above described activated carbon according to the present invention.
From the viewpoint of further improving these properties, it is preferable that both the pair of electrodes contain the
above described activated carbon according to the present invention.
[0076] In addition, an electrolytic solution used in a well-known electric double layer capacitor can be appropriately
used for an electrolytic solution in the present invention. However, a water-based electrolytic solution has an electro-
chemically low decomposition voltage, and the withstand voltage of the resulting capacitor is limited low. Accordingly,
an organic-solvent-based (nonaqueous) electrolytic solution is preferable.
[0077] A type of an electrolytic solution is not limited in particular, and is generally selected in consideration of solubility
of a solute, a degree of dissociation and viscosity of a liquid; and the electrolytic solution preferably has high conductivity
and a high potential window (high decomposition-starting voltage).
[0078] As for an electrolytic solution, a solution prepared by, for instance, dissolving a quaternary ammonium salt such
as tetraethylammonium tetrafluoroborate and triethylmethylammonium tetrafluoroborate in an organic solvent such as
propylene carbonate, diethyl carbonate and acetonitrile can be used. A content of a quaternary ammonium salt in the
electrolytic solution can be appropriately determined.
[0079] As for a structure of an electric double layer capacitor according to the present invention, a structure of a well-
known electric double layer capacitor can be appropriately adopted. For instance, the structure may have a pair of
electrodes impregnated with an electrolytic solution, and a separator placed between these two electrodes. As for the
separator, one used in the well-known electric double layer capacitor can be used.

Examples

[Example 1-1]

(Production of activated carbon)

[0080] An activated substance was obtained by mixing petroleum coke containing 6.5 mass% volatile components
with KOH in twice the amount (mass basis) of the petroleum coke, and heat-treating the mixture at 750°C for one hour
in a gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere. Potassium remaining on the surface of the activated substance was deactivated and
removed by the steps of: repeating a water washing operation of adding water in 100 times (mass basis) the amount of
the activated substance to the activated substance, stirring the liquid for one hour and filtering it, at twice; subsequently
adding 0.1 N (normality) hydrochloric acid in 100 times (mass basis) the amount of the activated substance to the
activated substance, stirring the liquid for one hour and filtering it; and further subjecting the activated substance to the
same water-washing operation as was described above.
[0081] Subsequently, the water-washed activated substance was heated to 700°C from room temperature at a heating
rate of 5°C/minute in a gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere, and was cooled down when the temperature of the activated
substance had reached 700°C to obtain activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode.

(Preparation of electrode)

[0082] The obtained activated carbon in the amount of 0.8 g was mixed with 0.1 g of Ketjen black (made by Lion Corp.
with a trade name of Carbon ECP 600JD) and 0.1 g of polytetrafluoroethylene (made by Daikin Industries, Ltd. with a
trade name of DAIKIN-PTFE F-104) in a mortar, and the mixture was kneaded therein to be uniformized. Then, an
obtained mixture was sandwiched between two triacetate films with a thickness of 0.1 mm, and was rolled into a sheet
by passing the sandwiched mixture between nip rolls with a width of 160 mm, a gap between top and bottom rolls of 0.7
mm and an applied pressure of 235 kgf/cm2 (23.0MPa), in 20 times. Two circular discs with a diameter of 16 mm and
the thickness of 0.5 mm were stamped out from the rolled sheet, and were dried at 120°C for two hours in a vacuum
dryer, to form an electrode.
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(Preparation of electric double layer capacitor)

[0083] The obtained two electrodes were impregnated with an electrolytic solution (propylene carbonate containing 1
mol/L triethylmethylammonium tetrafluoroborate). Then, a cellulose separator with a thickness of 50 mm (made by Nippon
Kodoshi Corporation with a trade name of TF40-50) was sandwiched between the two electrodes, and the product was
enclosed in a coin cell (made by Hohsen Corporation with a trade name of CR2032) with a diameter of 20 mm made of
SUS316. In the above step, a current collector, which was prepared by coating a surface of an aluminum foil with a
thickness of 20 mm by a carbon paint for a current collector (made by Nippon Graphite Industries, Ltd. with a trade name
of Varniphite T-602D), was sandwiched between the electrode and the cell, so that the coated side can face to the
electrode. An electric double layer capacitor was prepared in this way.
[0084] A structure of the electric double layer capacitor will be now described with reference to Figure 1. A used
separator 1 is formed of piled two sheets of the above described cellulose separators, and electrodes 2a and 2b are
arranged at such a position as to sandwich the separator. Furthermore, aluminum foils 3a and 3b having a carbon paint
applied thereon are arranged, at such a position as to sandwich the electrodes. A spacer 4 is arranged at a position of
contacting with the aluminum foil 3a, and a washer 5 is further arranged at the position of contacting with the spacer.
These components are put in a negative electrode case 6 and a positive electrode case 7. In order to seal and electrically
insulate a space between the negative electrode case and the positive electrode case, a gasket 8 is arranged between
them. All of the spacer, the washer, the negative electrode case and the positive electrode case were made of stainless
steel (SUS316L).

(Measurement of alternating current impedance)

[0085] Impedance was measured at 20°C, by using a frequency response analyzer (while using a combination of a
product made by Solartron Corporation with a trade name of Frequency Response Analyzer type 1260 and a product
made by the same company with a trade name of Potentio/galvanostat type 1287), setting an amplitude at 10 mV around
0 V, and sweeping frequency in a range of 0.1 Hz to 1 MHz. The result was plotted on a complex plane. The result is
shown in Figure 2. In addition, the electric double layer capacitor showed the capacitance per unit volume of activated
carbon of 34 F/cm3.

[Example 1-2]

[0086] Activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode was obtained as in the case of Example 1-1,
except that 0.1 N (normality) acetic acid in 100 times (mass basis) the amount of the activated substance was added to
the activated substance after the activated carbon had been heat-treated, the liquid was stirred for one hour, filtered
and then subjected to the same water-washing operation as in the case of Example 1-1.
[0087] Then, an electric double layer capacitor was prepared as in the case of Example 1-1 with the use of the obtained
activated carbon, and the alternating current impedance of the capacitor was measured. The result is shown in Figure
2. In addition, the electric double layer capacitor showed the capacitance per unit volume of activated carbon of 33.5 F/cm3.

[Comparative Example 1-1]

[0088] An electric double layer capacitor was prepared with the use of commercially available activated carbon derived
from a phenol resin (product made by The Kansai Coke and Chemicals Co., Ltd. with the trade name of MSP20) as in
the case of Example 1-1, and the alternating current impedance was measured. The result is shown in Figure 2. In
addition, the electric double layer capacitor showed the capacitance per unit volume of activated carbon of 27 F/cm3.

[Comparative Example 1-2]

[0089] Activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode was obtained as in the case of Example 1-1,
except that the petroleum coke was mixed with KOH in 2.5 times the amount (mass basis) of the petroleum coke and
NaOH in the equal amount (mass basis) of the petroleum coke, the mixture was heat-treated at 800°C for one hour in
a gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere to provide an activated substance, and the activated substance was not heat-treated
at 700°C after having had been washed with water.
[0090] Then, an electric double layer capacitor was prepared as in the case of Example 1-1 with the use of the obtained
activated carbon, and the alternating current impedance of the capacitor was measured. The result is shown in Figure 2.
[0091] As for the electric double layer capacitor in the above described example, when the impedance was plotted on
a complex plane, the absolute value (-Zlm) of a negative imaginary part monotonically increased as the value of a real
part (ZRe) increased; the impedance curve had no local maximum point nor local minimum point; and the internal
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resistance was lower than that of the electric double layer capacitor in the above described comparative examples. In
addition, the electric double layer capacitor showed the capacitance per unit volume of activated carbon of 30 F/cm3.

[Example2-1]

(Production of activated carbon)

[0092] Petroleum coke particles (with particle sizes of 0.2 mm or smaller) were used as a raw material of activated
carbon. The petroleum coke particles in the amount of 1 part by mass were mixed with 2.5 parts by mass of potassium
hydroxide (KOH) pellets, and the mixture was charged into a reaction vessel made of nickel and was heated at 750°C
for one hour under a nitrogen gas stream to perform activation.
[0093] After the activation step, the reacted mixture in the reaction vessel was cooled to 300°C, and carbon dioxide
instead of nitrogen was flowed to deactivate metallic potassium. Subsequently, the reacted mixture was put in water to
further deactivate the metallic potassium. Then, the reacted mixture was washed with hydrochloric acid and water. Water
washing was repeated until the wash liquid became neutral.
[0094] The reacted mixture was heated to 120°C under a reduced pressure to be dried.
[0095] The obtained activated carbon was heated to 700°C under a nitrogen gas stream to be heat-treated.

(Measurement of amount of surface functional group)

[0096] To the heat-treated activated carbon (1g), a 0.1 N (normality) aqueous solution of NaHCO3 (50mL) was added,
and the liquid was shaken for 48 hours. Then, the liquid was filtered, and 10 mL of the filtrate was collected. This filtrate
was put in 50 mL of water, and was back-titrated with a 0.1 N (normality) aqueous solution of HCl. From a titration value,
an amount of a surface carboxyl group was determined. Similarly, the amount of the surface carboxyl group and a surface
lactonic carboxyl group was determined by using the 0.1 N (normality) aqueous solution of Na2CO3 (50 mL) for a shaking
liquid. Furthermore, similarly, the amount of the surface carboxyl group, a surface lactonic carboxyl group and a phenolic
hydroxyl group was determined by using the 0.1 N (normality) aqueous solution of NaOH (50 mL) for a shaking liquid.

(Measurement of specific surface area and peak area of (002) face)

[0097] The surface area of the heat-treated activated carbon was measured with a BET method, and a specific surface
area S [m2/g] was determined by converting the obtained value to a value per unit mass of the activated carbon.
[0098] In addition, a peak area of a (002) face in the heat-treated activated carbon was determined with an X-ray
diffraction method, and the above described A [intensity/g] was determined by converting the obtained value to a value
per unit mass of the activated carbon.
[0099] A was multiplied by S to determine AxS (referred to as a crystalline contribution degree).
[0100] A product made by Micromeritics Instrument Corporation with a trade name of ASAP2405 was used as a
measuring device for a BET method, and a product made by Rigaku Corporation with a trade name of RINT1400V was
used as a measuring device for an X-ray diffraction method.

(Preparation of electrode)

[0101] The activated carbon in the amount of 0.8 g was mixed with 0.1 g of Ketjen black (described above) and 0.1 g
of polyletrafluoroethylene (PTFE, described above) in a mortar, and the mixture was kneaded therein to be uniformized.
The above described mixture was sandwiched between two triacetate films with a thickness of 0.1 mm, and was rolled
by passing the sandwiched mixture between nip rolls with a width of 160 mm, a gap between top and bottom rolls of 0.7
mm and an applied pressure of 235 kgf/cm2 (23.0MPa), in 20 times. Two circular discs with a diameter of 16 mm were
stamped out from the rolled sheet to form a carbon electrode. The carbon electrode was dried at 120°C for two hours
in a vacuum dryer.

(Preparation of electric double layer capacitor)

[0102] A cellulose separator (described above) with a thickness of 50 mm was sandwiched between two carbon
electrodes impregnated with an electrolytic solution (1 M Et3MeNBF4/PC, namely, 1 mol/L Et3MeNBF4 dissolved in
propylene carbonate, where Et represents an ethyl group and Me represents a methyl group), and the product was
enclosed in a coin cell (described above) with a diameter of 20 mm made of SUS316. In the above step, a current
collector, which was prepared by coating a surface of an aluminum foil with a thickness of 20 mm by a carbon paint for
a current collector (described above), was sandwiched between the carbon electrode and the cell, so that the coated
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side can face to the electrode.
[0103] The electric double layer capacitor cell prepared as described above was left at 60°C for 200 hours in a
thermostatic chamber as it was, in a state where a voltage of 2.7 V was applied to it.
[0104] A degree of swell of the electric double layer capacitor was measured with the use of a strain gauge (made by
Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd. with a trade name of KFG-3-120-D16-11L1M2S), and the deformed amount of
the electric double layer capacitor was determined by the following formula.

[0105] Results of the above described example are summarized in Table 1.

[Example 2-2]

[0106] Activated carbon and an electric double layer capacitor were prepared and evaluated as in the case of Example
2-1, except that in the activation step, 1 part by mass of the petroleum coke was mixed with 1.5 parts by mass of
potassium hydroxide (KOH) pellets and 1 part by mass of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) pellets, and the mixture was activated
at 700°C. The result is shown in Table 1.

[Example 2-3]

[0107] Activated carbon and an electric double layer capacitor were prepared and evaluated as in the case of Example
2-1, except that the activation temperature was set at 700°C. The result is shown in Table 1.

[Example 2-4]

[0108] Activated carbon and an electric double layer capacitor were prepared and evaluated as in the case of Example
2-1, except that the heat treatment temperature was set at 600°C. The result is shown in Table 1.

[Example 2-5]

[0109] Activated carbon and an electric double layer capacitor were prepared and evaluated as in the case of Example
2-1, except that in the activation reaction, 1 part by mass of the petroleum coke was mixed with 1.5 parts by mass of
potassium hydroxide (KOH) pellets and 1 part by mass of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) pellets, the activation temperature
was set at 650°C, and the heat treatment temperature was set at 600°C. The result is shown in Table 1.
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[Example 3-1]

(Production of activated carbon)

[0110] An activated substance was obtained by mixing petroleum coke containing 6.5 mass% of a volatile component
with KOH in twice the amount (mass basis) of the petroleum coke, and heat-treating the mixture at 750°C for one hour
in a gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere. The water washing operation of adding water in 100 times the amount (mass basis)
of the activated substance to the activated substance, stirring the liquid for one hour and filtering it was repeated at
twice, to deactivate and remove potassium remaining on the surface of the activated substance. Subsequently, the
water-washed activated substance was heated to 700°C and was cooled, in the gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere. Then,
the activated substance was again subjected to the same water-washing operation as described above to form activated
carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode.
[0111] As a result of having had measured a quantity of potassium remaining in the obtained activated carbon, the
concentration was as extremely low as 70 mass ppm.

(Production of electrode)

[0112] Two sheets of electrodes were prepared as in the case of Example 1-1, while using the above described
activated carbon which had been pulverized into an average particle diameter of 10 mm.

(Assembly of capacitor)

[0113] An electric double layer capacitor was obtained as in the case of Example 1-1, while using the above described
electrode.

(Measurement of capacitance)

[0114] The capacitance of the electric double layer capacitor was measured by charging the above described coin-
shaped cell to 2.7 V at a constant current of 10 mA per 1 F, then holding it for 12 hours, and then discharging it at a
constant current of 10 mA. As a result of having had determined the capacitance per unit volume of activated carbon,
by calculating capacitance from energy during discharge and the equation of W=CV2/2, dividing the value by a mass of
the activated carbon in the electrode, and further multiplying the result by the bulk density of the electrode, the value
was 36.6 F/cm3. Here, C represents capacitance, W represents energy during discharge, and V represents charging
voltage.

(Measurement of durability)

[0115] Subsequently, the above described capacitor was subjected to an endurance test of holding it in a thermostatic
chamber kept at 60°C for 200 hours, in a state where a voltage of 2.7 V was applied to it. After a lapse of 200 hours,
the capacitor was taken out from the thermostatic chamber, and the capacitance was measured again with the above
described method. A result of having measured the rate of decrease of the capacitance before and after the durability
test is shown in Table 2.

[Example 3-2]

[0116] The same activated substance as that of Example 3-1 was cleaned as in the case of the water washing operation
in Example 3-1; 0.1 N (normality) hydrochloric acid in 100 times the amount (mass basis) of the activated substance
was added to the activated substance; the liquid was stirred for one hour and cleaned; and the activated substance was
further subjected to the same water-washing step as described above. The water-washed substance was heated to
700°C and cooled in a gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere, and then washed again with water. As a result of having had
measured a quantity of potassium remaining in thus treated activated carbon, the concentration was as extremely low
as 45 mass ppm. Using this activated carbon containing a low concentration of potassium, an electric double layer
capacitor was prepared and subjected to the durability test as in the case of Example 3-1. The rate of decrease of the
capacitance is shown in Table 2.

[Comparative Example 3-1]

[0117] The same activated substance as in Example 3-1 was subjected to the same water-washing operations as in
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Example 3-1 in three times, to remove potassium remaining on the surface of the activated substance. As a result of
having had measured a quantity of potassium remaining in thus treated activated carbon, the concentration was 1,500
mass ppm. Using this activated carbon, an electric double layer capacitor was prepared and subjected to the durability
test as in the case of Example 3-1. The rate of decrease of the capacitance is shown in Table 2.

[Comparative Example 3-2]

[0118] The same activated substance as in Example 3-1 was washed with the same method as the water washing
operation in Example 3-1, was washed with 0.1 N (normality) hydrochloric acid as in the case of Example 3-2, and was
further subjected to the same water-washing operations as described above, at twice. As a result of having had measured
a quantity of potassium remaining in thus treated activated carbon, the concentration was 350 mass ppm. Using this
activated carbon, an electric double layer capacitor was prepared and subjected to the durability test as in the case of
Example 3-1. The rate of decrease of the capacitance is shown in Table 2.

[Comparative Example 3-3]

[0119] Activated carbon obtained as in the case of Comparative Example 3-2, (which had been subjected to water
washing, acid washing, and water washing at twice) was heat-treated at 700°C in a gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere. As
a result of having had measured a quantity of potassium remaining in thus treated activated carbon, the concentration
was 340 mass ppm, which was approximately the same value as in Comparative Example 3-2. Using this activated
carbon, an electric double layer capacitor was prepared and subjected to the durability test as in the case of Example
3-1. The rate of decrease of the capacitance is shown in Table 2.

[Example 3-3]

[0120] A carbon material was activated on the same conditions as in Example 3-1, but after having finished the
activation step, when a temperature in a furnace became 450°C before taking activated carbon out from the furnace,
carbon dioxide gas was introduced into the furnace to react an alkali metal on an activated substance with it to convert
the alkali metal into an alkali metal carbonate. Water washing operations of adding water in 100 times the amount (mass
basis) of the activated substance to the activated substance, stirring the liquid for one hour and filtering it was repeated
at twice, to remove the alkali metal carbonate remaining on the surface of the activated substance. Subsequently, the
water-washed activated substance was heated to 700°C and was cooled, in the gaseous-nitrogen atmosphere. Then,
the activated substance was again subjected to the same water-washing operation as described above to obtain activated
carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode. As a result of having had measured a quantity of potassium
remaining in thus treated activated carbon, the concentration was as extremely low as 95 mass ppm. Using this activated
carbon containing a low concentration of potassium, an electric double layer capacitor was prepared and subjected to
the durability test in the same method as in the case of Example 3-1. The rate of decrease of the capacitance is shown
in Table 2.

Claims

1. A method for producing activated carbon for an electric double layer capacitor electrode characterized in that the
method comprises:

[Table 2]

Decrease rate of capacitance

Example 3-1 8.0%

Example 3-2 6.5%

Example 3-3 8.2%

Comparative Example 3-1 21.8%

Comparative Example 3-2 17.3%

Comparative Example 3-3 17.0%
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an activation step of obtaining an activated carbon by mixing a raw carbon material for activated carbon with
an alkali metal hydroxide, and heating the mixture in an inert gas atmosphere;
a deactivation and removal step of deactivating and removing alkali metal contained in the activated carbon;
a heat treatment step of heating the activated carbon passed through the deactivation and removal step, in an
inert gas atmosphere, to a temperature higher than 400°C but either not higher than the heating temperature
in the activation step or lower than 750°C; and
a water washing step of washing the activated carbon passed through the heat treatment step with water
wherein the heating temperature in the activation step is set at a temperature of higher than 600°C and lower
than 800°C.

2. The method according to Claim 1, wherein the alkali metal is deactivated in the deactivation and removal step by
reacting the alkali metal with carbon dioxide gas at 200°C or higher, and/or by washing the activated carbon with water.

3. The method according to Claim 1 or 2, wherein the alkali metal hydroxide is potassium hydroxide.

4. The method according to any one of Claims 1 to 3, wherein the raw carbon material for activated carbon is graphitizable
carbon.

5. The method according to Claim 4, wherein the graphitizable carbon is petroleum coke.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung von aktiviertem Kohlenstoff für eine elektrische Doppelschichtkondensatorelektrode, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren umfasst:

- einen Aktivierungsschritt, um aktivierten Kohlenstoff dadurch zu erhalten, dass man ein unbehandeltes Koh-
lenstoffmaterial für aktivierten Kohlenstoff mit einem Alkalimetallhydroxid vermischt und die Mischung in einer
inerten Gasatmosphäre erhitzt;
- einen Deaktivierungs- und Entfernungsschritt zum Deaktivieren und Entfernen des Alkalimetalls, das in dem
aktivierten Kohlenstoff enthalten ist;
- einen Wärmebehandlungsschritt zum Aufheizen des aktivierten Kohlenstoffs, der den Deaktivierungs- und
Entfernungsschritt durchlaufen ist, in einer inerten Gasatmosphäre auf eine Temperatur, die höher als 400°C
ist, jedoch einerseits nicht höher als die Aufheiztemperatur im Aktivierungsschritt oder niedriger als 750°C ist; und
- einen Wasserwaschschritt, um den aktivierten Kohlenstoff, der die Wärmebehandlung durchlaufen ist, mit
Wasser zu waschen,
- wobei die Aufheiztemperatur im Aktivierungsschritt auf eine Temperatur von mehr als 600°C und niedriger als
800°C eingestellt ist.

2. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Alkalimetall in dem Deaktivierungs- und Entfernungsschritt dadurch
deaktiviert wird, dass man das Alkalimetall mit Kohlendioxidgas bei 200°C oder höher umsetzt, und/oder dass man
den aktivierten Kohlenstoff mit Wasser wäscht.

3. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das Alkalimetallhydroxid Kaliumhydroxid ist.

4. Das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1-3, wobei das unbehandelte Kohlenstoffmaterial für aktivierten Kohlen-
stoff graphitisierbarer Kohlenstoff ist.

5. Das Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei der graphitisierbare Kohlenstoff Petrolkoks ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de production de charbon actif pour une électrode à condensateur à double couche électrique caractérisé
en ce que le procédé comprend :

une étape d’activation d’obtention d’un charbon actif en mélangeant une matière de carbone brute pour charbon
actif avec un hydroxyde de métal alcalin et le chauffage du mélange dans une atmosphère de gaz inerte ;
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une étape de désactivation et d’élimination de désactivation et d’élimination du métal alcalin contenu dans le
charbon actif ;
une étape de traitement à la chaleur de chauffage du charbon actif passé par l’étape de désactivation et
d’élimination, dans une atmosphère de gaz inerte, à une température supérieure à 400 °C mais non supérieure
à la température de chauffage dans l’étape d’activation ou inférieure à 750 °C ; et
une étape de lavage à l’eau de lavage du charbon actif passé par l’étape de traitement à la chaleur avec de l’eau
où la température de chauffage dans l’étape d’activation est réglée à une température supérieure à 600 °C et
inférieure à 800 °C.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le métal alcalin est désactivé dans l’étape de désactivation et d’éli-
mination par réaction du métal alcalin avec du dioxyde de carbone gazeux à 200 °C ou plus et/ou en lavant le
charbon actif avec de l’eau.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel l’hydroxyde de métal alcalin est l’hydroxyde de potassium.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel la matière de carbone brute pour le charbon
actif est du carbone graphitisable.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel le carbone graphitisable est le coke de pétrole.
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